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● A lack of mental health literacy or interpreting symptoms as 
something other than a mental health issue.  

● Kaiser et al. (2016) found that the symptoms of PTSD are 
related to higher levels of stigma and that stigma is a 
significant barrier to treatment seeking in older adults. 

(Kaiser et al., 2016) 

● The common comorbidities of other anxiety disorders, 
depression and substance misuse add to the challenge of 
older adults seeking help. 

● Challenges in finding professional help with the expertise to 
support individuals with PTSD. 

● Financial restraints (mental health specialists with expertise 
may not be covered through government health insurance). 

● Shame and fear of judgement. 

 

 

Barriers to Seeking Treatment 
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(Kaiser, Seligowski, Spiro, & Chopra, 2016; Kantor, Knefel, & Lueger-Schuster, 2016) 
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● Because the symptoms of PTSD overlap with symptoms of 

other psychological disorders, PTSD may be missed if an 

exploration of past traumatic experiences are not explored. 

● In addition to the D5M-5 criteria: 

 early development of age-related conditions 

 cardiovascular disease  

 pain (Wolf, 2016) 

● Sareen (2014) found that there is a mutual maintenance of 

pain and PTSD in many who experienced a severe physical 

injury related to their trauma.  It is speculated that the pain 

experienced acts as a trigger. Compounding this issue is the 

negative impact of insomnia on the individuals pain 

threshold.  (Sareen, 2014) 

Signs and Symptoms >> 
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(Sareen, 2014; Wolf, 2016) 
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● Older adults with PTSD have been found to spend more 

days in bed, and took more disability days than those without 

PTSD, controlling for functional limitations and disease. 
(Wolitzky-Taylor et al., 2010)  

● Norris & Stone (2002) found that women were not only at 

increased risk of developing PTSD but their symptoms 

lasted four times longer than those experienced by men.  
(Norris & Slone, 2002) 

Signs and Symptoms 
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(Norris & Slone, 2002; Wolitzky-Taylor, Castriotta, Lenze, Stanley, & Craske, 2010) 
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● Pre-existing depression, SOMATOFORM DISORDER and 

anxiety disorders are believed to put individuals at increased 

risk of developing PTSD upon exposure to trauma (Panagioti et al., 

2009)  

● Intense emotional disturbances are associated with PTSD 

and there is a high prevalence of PTSD among those with 

comorbid psychiatric disorders and PTSD (Panagioti et al., 2009)  

● Assessment can be challenging in this population given the 

high prevalence of cognitive impairment and dementia 

● Access to weapons has been raised as a significant factor in 

suicide rates among those in the military diagnosed with 

PTSD (Panagioti et al., 2009)  

 

Considerations 
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(Panagioti et al., 2009; Statistics Canada, 2015) 

“Early diagnosis of PTSD is essential to improve prognosis; 

individuals who remain ill one year after the traumatic 

event rarely recover completely” (Statistics Canada, 2015) 
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● Cook et al. (2017) flagged that for today’s older adults who 

experienced trauma before midlife and addition of PTSD into 

the DSM they would not have been diagnosed when they 

experienced acute symptoms and may not associate symptoms 

to a past trauma. (Cook et al., 2017) 

● It may be that the lower rates of PTSD among older adults are 

due to a type of survivor bias; meaning those with PTSD may 

be less likely to survive into old age. (Cook et al., 2017 ) 

● Panagioti et al. (2009) explained that the role of the individual in 

the experience of trauma has a relationship to the PTSD 

diagnosis.   

 observer  

 target (most related to a PTSD diagnosis) 

 agent of injury/death (most related to PTSD and suicidal behaviour) 

 failed to intervene to prevent death/injury (most related to PTSD 

and suicidal behaviour) (Panagioti et al., 2009)  

Further Considerations 
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(Cook et al., 2017 ; Panagioti et al., 2009)  
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The following are associated with medically induced PTSD: 

 

 

Medically Induced PTSD 
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(Moye & Rouse, 2014) 

Description PTSD Prevalence Rates 

Diagnosis of Cancer 0-35% 

Diagnosis of Multiple Sclerosis 16-75% 

Experiencing a MCI 5-42% 

Experiencing a Stroke 8-9% 

Experiencing Delirium 19-22% 

Experiencing a Fall 17-35% 

Undergoing Cardiac surgery 17-20% 

Experiencing Intraoperative Awareness 2-71% 

Admission to ICU 10-28% 

Admission to LTC 9-22% 
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● This concept was developed to reflect that sometimes trauma 

is experienced repeatedly and is made more complex for 

those who are particularly vulnerable. 

● Aboriginal persons are more likely to suffer from complex 

PTSD due to the challenges and ongoing issues they have 

experienced (Bellamy & Hardy, 2015) 

● The types of trauma associated with Complex PTSD include 

chronic victimization like that experienced in: 

 Concentration / war camps 

 Long-term childhood physical / sexual abuse 

 Long-term domestic violence 

 Prostitution brothels 

 Residential schools and sweatshops 

● Those experiencing Complex PTSD experience additional 

difficulties and symptoms 

Complex PTSD (C-PTSD) 
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(Bellamy & Hardy, 2015; National Center for PTSD, 2016) 
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● PC-PTSD  

30 minute four item screening tool designed for use in Primary Care 

● Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS-5)  

is used by clinicians for use in a structured interview  

[INITIAL EVALUATION] 

● Life Events Checklist for DSM-5 (LEC-5)  

this patient self-report assessment is designed to screen for 

potentially traumatic experiences over the individuals lifetime 

● Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist for DSM-5 (PCL-5)  

is a patient self-rating scale.  
 

For Comorbid Substance Misuse/Abuse: 

● SAMI – Senior Alcohol Misuse Indicator 

● CAGE-AID - (Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty and Eye-opener – Adapted 

to Include Drugs) 

 

 

Assessment Tools 
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(National Center for PTSD, 2017a; National Center for PTSD, 2017b; National Center for PTSD, 2017c; 

National Center for PTSD, 2018a; Purcell, Flower, & Busto, 2003; Taler, Sheppard, Raina, & Kirkland, 

2015, p. 6) 
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